
Olga - a conversational agent with gestures

Multimodal Agent Interfaces
Most conventional interfaces are based on direct
manipulation where the user is solely responsible for
monitoring and executing all tasks. However, indirect
management interfaces are now being developed which
allow the user to delegate some tasks to an interface agent.
Tasks can be established by, for example, explicit user
instruction or by ‘ implicit’ techniques which learn tasks
through observation of patterns in user actions (Maes,
1996). However, the latter techniques have been criticised
on the grounds of loss of predictabilit y, control and
comprehension for the user (Schneiderman, 1997).

Natural language, especially speech, offers a natural
mechanism by which users can explicitly provide an agent
with tasks. A speech interface can also be combined with a
graphical interface so as to provide alternative input and
output modaliti es, synergic effects, and concurrent tasking
for eyes-/hands-busy situations. Speech can compensate for
some of the apparent limitations of a graphical interface

yielding increased speed of interaction, higher-bandwidth,
and the abilit y to describe objects not visually present.
Conversely, the graphical interface can compensate for
limitations of speech by making immediately visible the
effects of actions upon objects, and indicating which
objects are currently salient for the system.

While the speech modality alone can yield increased
predictabilit y and control in the agent’s behaviour, it is not
suff icient to ensure that the interaction is comprehensible
for the user. Diff iculties can arise when interaction is
extended over time and different modaliti es. In many cases,
the agent needs to take responsibilit y for these diff iculties
since it may be the source of problems, such as speech
recognition and language interpretation errors, or it may
know more about the task domain than the user and so can
recognize when a delegated task is incomplete or
impossible.

Our strategy is to treat the interaction as a co-operation in
which agent the takes responsibility to ensure that the
interaction is comprehensible for the user.  The agent
attempts to recognize and understand user input from
multiple modaliti es, interpret it against its own goals in the
interaction, and produce a response (in one or more
modaliti es) which is appropriate in the interactional
context. To achieve this, the agent needs to use adaptive
dialogue strategies --- such as taking the initiative and
asking questions to obtain information not provided by the
user but which is necessary to complete the task --- and
strategies for detecting and repairing problems in the
dialogue.  These strategies may be so as to avoid later
problems --- such as incrementally confirming information
given by the user --- or strategies for dealing with errors
when they do arise --- such as asking users to spell words.

One critical element of this co-operative interaction is that
agent must report its states and goals (which may not be
obvious) in order to make its behaviour as transparent as
possible (Frankish, 89). In human face-to-face interaction,
such feedback is not restricted to the spoken modality;
other modaliti es such as body gestures, facial expressions
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Abstract
The Olga project has developed an animated agent
interface for information services. The interface
combines a graphical interface, spoken dialogue and
an animated 3D ‘human-like’ character for
multimodal interaction with users. The interaction is
intelli gently managed using techniques derived from
spoken dialogue but extended for the graphical
modality.  The Olga agent is innovative in combining
an interactive spoken dialogue system with a 3-D
animated character using lip-synchronized synthetic
speech and gesturing. Particular attention has been
paid to ensuring that the behaviour of the agent is
immediately comprehensible for the user.
Synchronizing speech with mouth movements
increases intelli gibilit y, while facial expressions and
gesturing realize the agent’s internal states and focus
of the dialogue.



can express feedback either independently or in conjunction
with speech. By representing the agent as an animated
character we gain access to these modaliti es so as to give
the system a more apparent personality, hopefully making
the experience more like a human interaction. However, it
is essential that there is a reasonable match between the
agent’s capabiliti es and its realization: the more human-like
the realization, the more users expect it to have human-like
capabiliti es in, for example, speech and language
understanding. Consequently, while our animated character
is realized with lip-synchronized speech and gesturing, it is
also cartoon-like so as to elicit behaviour appropriate to the
current state of interface technology.

The Olga Project
In the Olga project, we have developed a multimodal
system combining a dialogue interface with a graphical user
interface, which provides users with consumer information
about microwave ovens. Feedback from the system is
expressed through an animated talking character.

Compared with previous research in the area, the novelty of
Olga lies in that it integrates interactive spoken dialogue, 3-
D animated facial expressions, gestures, lip-synchronized
audio-visual speech synthesis and a graphical direct
manipulation interface. Cassel et. al. (1994) have modeled
speech and gesture in dialogue using two virtual agents, but
no user interactivity. Katashi and Akikazu (1994) employed
animated facial expressions, but no gestures, as a back-
channeling mechanism in a spoken dialogue system.
Thorisson (1997) used a 2-D animated character together
with input from many sources, including speech and gaze,
to model mainly the social aspects of multimodal dialogue
interaction.

The behavior of the Olga agent is modeled using rules and
parameterised templates; for example, the interaction
strategies are based on condition-action rules where the
condition part refers the current interactional state as well
as user input, and the action part to schematic descriptions
of behavior in language, graphics, and gestures. Similarly,
in the animation module, realization of a particular gesture
is achieved by invoking the selected gesture’s template and
supplying appropriate parameters. This approach has

worked well i n our task domain allowing the agent’s
behavior to be easily and quickly extended, as well as
facilitating software maintenance.

The system is composed of four main components: a speech
and language understanding component; a direct
manipulation interface which provides graphical
information and widgets for navigation; an animated talking
character using text-to-speech synthesis; and a dialogue
manager for coordinating interpretation and generation in
these modaliti es. We focus our description on the dialogue
manager and animated character.

Dialogue Manager
The dialogue manager is based on techniques developed in
a speech dialogue interface for telephone-based information
systems in different languages (Eckert & McGlashan,
1993). A tri-partite model of interaction is responsible for
semantic, task and dialogue interpretation. The semantics
component provides a context-dependent interpretation of
user input, and is capable of handling anaphora and elli psis.
A task component embodies navigation strategies to
eff iciently obtain information from the user necessary for
successful database access. The dialogue component adopts
an ‘event-driven’ technique for pragmatically interpreting
user input, and producing agent responses. On the basis of
user input events, it updates an interaction model composed
of agent goals and interaction strategies which are modelled
as condition-action rules (see Giachin and McGlashan,
1997 for a more detailed description). The goals determine
the behaviour of the agent, allowing for confirmation and
clarification of user input (to minimize dialogue
breakdown), as well as requests for further information (to
maximize dialogue progress). The strategies are dynamic so
that the behaviour of the agent varies with progress.

In order to manage multimodal dialogues, input and output
need to be informationally compatible at the dialogue
management level. A user may provide input via buttons in
the interface and the agent generate a spoken response; or a
user may refer linguistically to an object which the agent
realised graphically. Consequently, all i nput and output is
represented in the semantic description language used for
spoken input (McGlashan, 1996). This language also allows

Condition Speech Graphics Gesture
reference success state no no yes
reference failure state yes no yes
constraint relaxation state yes no yes
inform action yes yes yes
printing action no yes no

Table 1: Modality Selection Rules



the user to use different modaliti es in the same response:
e.g. clicking on an object, and then speaking a command to
apply to it.

The dialogue manager decides which modality to use for
agent output. In general, modality selection is defined in
terms of characteristics of the output information, and the
expressiveness and eff iciency of the alternative modaliti es
for realising it. In practise, selection is determined by rules
which specify realization in the three modaliti es depending
on the action or state which the agent wants to express.
Table 1 provides a simpli fied representation of rules (the
rules can take in account other aspects of the action or
state). Goals with a control or feedback function are
realised in speech and gesture: for example, success in
understanding user input is indicated with a head nodding
gesture, while failure is indicated by speaking an
explanation of the failure together with raised eyebrows and
the mouth turned down. In cases where the database access
has required relaxation of product constraints (see below),
speech and a ‘ regret’ gesture are realized. Product
information itself is presented in speech and graphics:
detailed product information is displayed while the agent
gives a spoken overview. Finally, a print action is simply
indicated with a graphical icon.

Animated Character
The character is a three dimensional cartoon-like robot
lady, that can be animated in real time. The character is
capable of text-to-speech synthesis with synchronised
movements of lips, jaw and tongue. It also supports gesture
and facial expression, that can be used to add emphasis to
utterances, support dialogue turn-taking, visually refer to
other on-screen graphics such as ill ustrations and tables,
and to indicate the system’s internal state: listening,

understanding, uncertain, thinking (i.e. doing time-
consuming operations such as searching a database) etc.

The Olga character is implemented as a polygon model,
consisting of about 2500 polygons, that can be animated at
25 frames per second on a graphics workstation. The
character was first created as a static polygon
representation of the body and head, including teeth and
tongue. This static model was then parameterised, using a
general deformation parameterisation scheme. The scheme
allows a deformation to be defined by a few basic
properties such as transformation type (rotation, scaling or
translation), area of influence (a list of vertex-weight pairs
that defines which polygon vertices should be affected by
the transformation and to what extent) and various control
points for normalisation of the deformation. It’s then
possible to define non-rigid deformations such as jaw
opening, lip rounding etc, by combining basic
deformations. Not only articulatory parameters, but also
control of eyebrows, eyelids and smili ng are defined in this
manner. The body was parameterised by introduction of
rotational joints at the neck, elbows, wrists, fingers etc.

Speech, Expression and Gesture
One important reason for using an animated agent in a
spoken interface is that it actually will contribute,
sometimes significantly, to the intelli gibilit y of the speech,
given that mouth movements are properly modelled.
(LeGoff  et al., 1994). This is especially true if the acoustic
environment is bad, due to for example noise, cross-talk or
hearing impairment. In a recent experiment, we found that
the Olga-character increased overall i ntelli gibilit y in noise
from 30% for synthetic voice only, to 47% for the synthetic
voice - synthetic face combination (Beskow et al., 1997).

Articulation is controlled form a rule-based text-to-speech
system. Trajectories for the articulatory parameters are
calculated by the rule-system using a set of rules that
account for coarticulation effects. This rule set was
originally developed for an extended version of the Parke
(1982) model (Beskow,1995). However, the articulation
parameters of the Olga character are chosen to conform to
those of the extended Parke model. This makes it possible
to drive Olga’s articulation using the same set of rules.
Once the parameter trajectories are calculated, the
animation is carried out in synchrony with play-back of the
speech waveform, which in turn is generated by a formant
filter synthesizer controlled from the same rule-synthesis
framework.

Speech movements are calculated on an utterance-by-
utterance basis and played back with high control over
synchronization. Body movements and non-speech facial

Figure 1: Wireframe and shaded representations of The
Olga character



expressions on the other hand, place different requirements
on the animation system. Say for example that we want the
agent to dynamically change it’s expression during a user
utterance, depending on the progress of the speech
recognition. In this case, obviously utterance-by-utterance
control won’ t do. The basic mechanism for handling  this
kind of movements in the Olga system, is the possibilit y to,
at any specific moment, specify a parameter trajectory as a
list of time-value pairs, to be evaluated immediately. Using
such trajectory commands, gesture templates can be defined
by grouping several commands together as procedures in a
high-level scripting language (Tcl/Tk). This allows for
complex gestures, such as “shake head and shrug” or “point
at graphics display” , that require many parameters to be
updated in parallel, to be triggered by a simple procedure
call . Since a general scripting language is used, gesture
templates can also be parameterised by supplying
arguments to the procedure. For example, a pointing
gesture might take optional arguments defining direction of
pointing, duration of the movement, degree of effort etc. As
another example, a template defining a “shrug” gesture can
have a parameter for selecting one from a set of alternative
realisations, ranging from a simple eyebrow movement to a
complex gesture involving arms, head, eyebrows and mouth
corners. During the course of the dialogue, appropriate
gestures are invoked in accordance to messages sent from
the dialogue manager. There is also an “ idle loop” ,
invoking various gestures when nothing else is happening
in the system. The scripting approach makes it easy to
experiment with new gestures and control schemes. This
sort of template based handling of facial expressions and
gestures has proven to be a simple, yet quite powerful way
of managing non-speech movements in the Olga system.

An Example
We adopted a ‘storyboard’ approach to the design of the
Olga system based on interviews with consumer product
sales-people and potential users and also restricted the first
version of the system to allow either language or direct
manipulation output, but not both, in the same user input.
Our design approach resulted in scripts describing how
different types of users might interact with the system. A
fragment of one script (translated from Swedish) aimed at
users with a preference for the speech modality is shown
below where the user has just asked for information about
Whirlpool microwaves which have been tested by the
Swedish consumer organization.

S1 Whirlpool has five tested microwaves on the
market. [Olga points to a graphical
representation of the product information]

U1 Is there anything cheaper with a grill?

S2 [Olga nods to indicate she understood]
Unfortunately, Whirlpool does not have cheap
ovens with a grill. [Olga gives ‘shrug’].
But there are some cheap tested ovens. [Olga
turns to the graphical display of the information]

We now describe how the Olga agent interprets the user
utterance in U1 and generates the reply in S2.

After S1, a wide variety of responses from the user are
predicted (cf. closed queries such as yes-no questions); the
user could ask for the information to be printed, correct a
mis-understand, ask about other products or, as in U1,
refine their query by providing further constraints on the
product. The representation of U1, constructed by the
speech and language component, is type=request,
value=[grill=yes, cost=cheap]. This
representation is constructed in two logical phases: analysis
of  speech input to obtain a textual representation of the
input; and then generation of the linguistic representation
by matching the textual representation against linguistic
templates1.  The request type is obtained by templates
which analyze the form of the utterance, while the grill
and cost features are obtained by matching with domain-
specific templates for microwave ovens. The same
representation would be produced if the user selected the
parameter grill and cost from a menu or dialogue box
in the direct manipulation interface.

This representation is passed to the dialogue manager for
referential interpretation. We use a simple focus model
consisting of a set of the referential objects mentioned in
the interaction, ordered by recency. The referential
algorithm attempts to find a existing object which is
compatible with the user description. The most recent
objects, the descriptions of the microwaves given in S1, are
incompatible: none have a grill or are cheap. However,
the algorithm successfully matches the description against
an earlier object constructed from the user’s original query
for a tested Whirlpool microwave oven. The effect of

                                                          
1 The template applied here simplifies the analysis by
reducing the comparative adjective cheaper to a simple
attributive adjective. Our template matching approach,
however, is extremely robust in that it can (a) handle
incomplete sentences, and (b) produce partial analyses of
utterance even when all the words are not understood.



referential interpretation is to set the referential state
parameter to success, and  re-set the focus to an object
derived from the earlier object but extended with current
description of the oven. The user’s input is thus interpreted
to refer to this object and the input description is updated
appropriately.

The dialogue manager then applies its dialogue strategies to
this input representation to determine how it should
respond. A request for information about a domain
object (such as a microwave oven) satisfies the conditions
on a  rule whose actions are retrieve a set of objects from
the database which match the description, and then
inform the user of the result. In this case, there are no
ovens in the database matching the description. Rather than
just inform the user that their request has been
unsuccessful, a constraint relaxation algorithm is used to
obtain information about alternative products which the
user might be interested in. Our relaxation strategy is based
on (a) relaxing constraints which are not part of the current
request (i.e. the test status and manufacturer are
candidates for relaxation), and (b) using domain-specific
heuristics  (e.g. manufacturer is less important than
product features). Consequently, database access returns a
set of non-Whirlpool oven descriptions and the information
that the manufacturer parameter has been relaxed to
obtain this description.

Finally, the dialogue manager applies its rules for modality
selection to its current state and actions. As shown in Table
1, the reference success state is realized as a gesture,
the constraint relaxation state with a gesture and
in speech, and the inform action with graphical, speech
and gesture realizations. As a result, the sequence of
messages shown in Table 2 is sent out by the dialogue
manager for realization.

The character animation module first receives the message
state(understood). The module acts by invoking the
gesture template associated with this state, which is “nod

head” . (The state messages refer to non-verbal actions in
the animated character, typically each state has an
associated gesture)

Next, the direct manipulation interface displays the product
information (a table showing cheap tested microwave
ovens) and the character animation module receives the
state(regret)-message, which initiates the corresponding
gesture: a “regretful shrug” (hands turned up, eyebrows
raised, mouth-corners turned down and head slowly shaking
sideways). While the shrug gesture progresses, the
character animation module, which is also responsible for
text-to-speech synthesis, receives the message
say(Unfortunately...) and speaks it aloud. The text to be
spoken is processed by the text-to-audio-visual-speech rule
system, resulting in a speech waveform and a set of
parameter trajectories for the articulators of the character,
that are evaluated in synchrony as the speech is played
back. The next say()-message works just as above. Finally
the state(attention_display) is received, which is realized
in the character as a slight turn and a glance towards the
newly presented product information in the direct
manipulation interface.
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Receiving Module Message

Animated character state(understood)

Direct manipulation
interface

show([[manufacturer=electrolux,model=NF90,price=1500,
grill:yes,…], [manufacturer=matsushita,…]])

Animated character state(regret);
say(Unfortunately, Whirlpool does not have cheap ovens with a grill.)

Animated character say(But there are some cheap tested ovens.);
state(attention_display)

Table 2: Output from Dialogue Manager in the example
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